2006 Southeast Regional Ethics Bowl Team
Katherine Diaz-Drago
Christina Fiallo
Ryan Kairalla
Joshua Morales
Elizabeth Telford

2007 National Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl Team
**First Place
Katherine Diaz-Drago
Christina Fiallo
Ryan Kairalla
Joshua Morales
Elizabeth Telford

2007 Southeast Regional Ethics Bowl Teams
Team 1 Team 2
Alaina Brandhurst Karam Basra
Danieli Evans Marie Cashmore
Rachael Goldberg Katherine Diaz-Drago
Haley Kornfield Maite Diaz-Canedo
Robert Levine Christina Fiallo
Alternate (both teams): Melissa Hebra

2008 National Undergrad Bioethics Bowl Team
**Second Place
Carlos Alvarez
Danieli Evans
Nick Holtzer
Ryan Kairalla
Joshua Morales
Alternate: Haley Kornfield

2008 Mid-Atlantic Regional Ethics Bowl Team
**Third Place
Alaina Brandhurst
Rachael Goldberg
Josh Kornfield
Josh Levine
Robert Levine
Alternate: Danny Rosenberg

2009 National Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl Team
**Third Place
Alaina Brandhurst
Rachael Goldberg
Josh Kornfield
Haley Kornfield
Robert Levine

2009 National Undergrad Bioethics Bowl Team
**Second Place
Carlos Alvarez
Danieli Evans
Josh Fieldstone
Melissa Hebra

2009 Mid-Atlantic Regional Ethics Bowl Teams
Team 1 Team 2
Ashley Cames Jon D’Ambra
Haley Kornfield Andrew Hamner
Joshua Kornfield Marcela Arocs Holzinger
Robert Levine Jaime Williams
Alternate: Caitlin Giles

2010 National Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl Team
Ashley Cames
Caitlin Giles
Haley Kornfield
Joshua Kornfield
Robert Levine

2010 National Undergrad Bioethics Bowl Team
**Second Place
Carlos Alvarez
Melanie DiPietro
Rachael Goldberg
Melissa Hebra
Mason Powell
Alternate: David Flax

2010 Mid-Atlantic Regional Ethics Bowl Team
Caitlin Giles
Philip Fitzpatrick
Emid Magari
Caroline Mosley
Tanner Simkins
Alternate: Robert Wilcox

2011 National Undergrad Bioethics Bowl Team
Uju Akaniru
Melanie DiPietro
David Flax
Rachael Goldberg
Mason Powell
Elana Reman

2011 Eastern Regional Ethics Bowl Teams
Team 1 Team 2
Karthik Bhandari John D’Ambra
Rachael Goldberg Jon D' Ambra
Haley Kornfield Andrew Hamner
Robert Levine Jaime Williams
Alternate: Chelsea Cosner

2012 Southeast Regional Ethics Bowl Teams
Team 1 Team 2
Philip Fitzpatrick Vedant Acharya
Jake Gillman Tanja Gromadzki
Emily Lau Omar Jamal-Hatchett Hardy
Sajan Patel Christine Sinicrope
*Team 1 alternates

2012 National Undergrad Bioethics Bowl Team
Uju Akaniru
Karthik Bhandari
Omar Jamal-Hatchett Hardy
Sajan Patel
Christine Sinicrope

2013 National Undergrad Bioethics Bowl Team
Vedant Acharya
Sajan Patel
Christine Sinicrope
Nithya Parvathi Sundararaman
Alternate: Chelsea Cosner

The Inaugural University of Miami Bioethics Bowl - 2014 -
UM Ethics Programs
UM Ethics Society

Sunday, March 30, 2014
**Judges**

Douglas Anderson
Brad Cokelet
Ken Goodman
Mary Hooshmand
Phillip Schwind
Ted Locke
Ben Yelle
Danielle Houck
Susan Leary

**Participants**

**Team One**
Jeff Kaminski
David Lopez
Nate Hess

**Team Four**
Mediha Ahmed
Rohan Badlani
Kush Panera
Shifa Akhtar
Aishu Bharathidasan

**Team Two**
Eddie Baffa
Keval Patel
Ryan Briody
Diego Vidal

**Team Five**
Elliot Pressman
Nick Seigal
Robbie Diaz
Jillian Tancil
Michael Stepanski

**Team Three**
Anita Cheung
Farrah Mohammed
Lander McGinn
Caitlin Lowden
Korin Bokowski

**Team Six**
Hiten Doshi
Vignesh Kumaresan
Soha Khedkar
Ish Singh
Ravi Jain

**Schedule**

Introductions: 1:00 - 1:15pm
Round One: 1:30 - 2:15pm
Round Two: 2:30 - 3:15pm
Final Round: 3:30 - 4:15pm
Awards: 4:15 - 4:30pm